TITAN IMPRESSIONS
1. Hold the frame side parts with the mounting pliers.
2. Slightly bend the temple, and pull it straight backwards out of the disc-hinge

ATTENTION: Only pull the temple backwards, not up or down.
Always use a new disc when installing the temple. Place BLS disc hinge on both sides of the loop.

NOTE: The oval shape of the BLS' plug system ensures correct positioning.
TEMPEL ASSEMBLY

Align the temple at the slot of the disc hinge. Push temple carefully forwards, until it clicks all the way in.
1. Remove the temple and hinge disc.
2. Hold lens fixation firmly in its position with mounting pliers.
3. Hold flat pliers at the hinge loop and carefully bend to the desired position.
1. Loosen the glue by pressing the beginning of the temple end softly with the flat pliers. Protect temple surface with a cleaning cloth.

2. Pull off temple end in a small rotating motion.

NOTE: This temple design cannot be shortened
TEMPLE CURVING - ADJUSTMENT

Curve temple and temple end in a large, gradual motion. Do not use a frame warmer or bend the metal of the frame.